PRINTSTATOR OVERVIEW
ECM’s proprietary motor design and optimization
software fundamentally changes the way motors
are designed and manufactured.

PRINTSTATOR HISTORY

2020 ECM utilizes

PrintStator is a cloud-based CAD/CAM software
platform that leverages PCB manufacturing to print
stators for coreless axial flux machines. PrintStator’s
optimization algorithms quickly transform customer
application requirements into an optimized motor
design that’s ready for rapid prototyping and
commercial production.

2018 PrintStator successfully
incorporates CAM subroutines to seamlessly
translate optimized motor
design geometry to G-code
utilized by CNC machine tools
that manufacture component
parts, improving overall
quality and nearly eliminating
operator error.

PrintStator for the
large-scale commercial
adoption of PCB stators
in axial flux motors.
ECM also launches
Saas platform for
PrintStator.

2016 ECM files three patents: (1) addressing
thermal management in PCB stators; (2)
addressing winding losses via unique methods,
geometries and structures in PCB stators;
(3) specific to apparatus and method for
forming a magnet assembly.

2017 PrintStator successfully
2015 PrintStator, ECM’s modeling software, is
launched and successfully models an e-mobility
application from discrete inputs, automatically
generating associated Gerber and drawing
files. 6” PCB stators are “printed” at a local PCB
house for utilization with 1.2kW eV motors.

2019 ECM is granted an additional
3 patents related to PrintStator,
totaling 8 patents granted to
date. PrintStator has been used to
successfully integrate motors in the
e-mobility, AUV, robotics, maritime
and medical industries.

produces “stacked stator” designs,
allowing higher operating voltages.
ECM acquires 625 patent rights,
is granted 3 patents and files
2 additional patents.

ECM CORE ADVANTAGES

QUALITY OF MOTION
With no steel in the stator,
all cogging is eliminated.

HIGHER EFFICIENCY
Typical designs utilizing ECM’s
patented technology range in
efficiency from the low to mid 90s.

SUPERIOR TORQUE DENSITY
ECM machines produce the same
torque with less than half the mass
(Nm/kg) of many competing designs.

INCREASED DURABILITY

ULTRA THIN & LIGHTWEIGHT

EASY TO MANUFACTURE

ECM’s continuous coil design
limits internal connections and
increases life expectancy.

Motors designed with ECM stators weigh
up to 70% less than traditional motors
and use up to 80% less raw materials.

Design files are transferred directly
to any PCB manufacturer for mass
production using proprietary software.

INDUSTRIES USING THE PRINTSTATOR PLATFORM

ROBOTICS

E-MOBILITY

HVAC

MARITIME

MEDICAL

AUV

INTEGRATION PROCESS
ECM offers a 5-step integration process to bring your application from design to production.
To get started, email us at info@pcbstator.com or visit pcbstator.com/design-your-own.
1. CONSULTATION
ECM’s specialists will work with you to
identify opportunities to leverage ECM’s
technology within your applications.

4. PROTOTYPE & TESTING
The ECM lab will send you a prototype,
built and tested to your exact
specifications for your selected application.

2. PROPOSAL
ECM will provide you with a detailed
proposal outlining the milestones and
timeline to rapidly prototype a solution
for your selected application.

5. DFM & COMMERCIALIZATION
The ECM team will provide ongoing
support with the Design For Manufacture
process of your selected commercial
application.

3. DESIGN & MODELING
ECM software and engineering
teams will create a detailed
design based off of your
specifications.
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